Perceptual learning is a sustainable improvement in performance on a perceptual task following training. A hallmark of perceptual learning is task specificity -after participants have trained on and learned a particular task, learning rarely transfers to another task, even with identical stimuli. Accordingly, it is assumed that performing a task throughout training is a requirement for learning to occur on that specific task. Thus, interleaving training trials of a target task, with those of another task, should not improve performance on the target task. However, recent findings in audition show that interleaving two tasks during training can facilitate perceptual learning, even when the training on neither task yields learning on its own. Here we examined the role of cross-task training in the visual domain by training 4 groups of human observers for 3 consecutive days on an orientation comparison task (target task) and/or spatial-frequency comparison task (interleaving task). Interleaving small amounts of training on each task, which were ineffective alone, not only enabled learning on the target orientation task, as in audition, but also surpassed the learning attained by training on that task alone for the same total number of trials. This study illustrates that cross-task training in visual perceptual learning can be more effective than single-task training. The results reveal a comparable learning principle across modalities and demonstrate how to optimize training regimens to maximize perceptual learning.
Introduction
Plasticity is a key feature of the brain that adapts our perception and behavior to ongoing changes in the environment. Plasticity in the perceptual domain is revealed through perceptual learning (PL) -the ability to improve performance on sensory tasks through training (Carmel & Carrasco, 2008; Levi & Li, 2009; Sagi, 2011) . In this study we evaluated whether cross-task training, i.e., interleaving training with a different task, would affect perceptual learning in vision.
Specificity is a hallmark of PL; after training with a single specific stimulus and task, PL rarely generalizes to untrained stimulus features or untrained tasks (reviews: Sagi, 2011; Wright & Zhang, 2009) . For example, training on orientation discrimination leads to learning with the trained orientation, but after learning has been achieved, orientation discrimination with the orthogonal orientation is not improved, thus showing feature specificity of learning (e.g., Crist et al., 1997; Karni & Sagi, 1991; Schoups et al., 2001; Seitz, Kim, & Watanabe, 2009; Shiu & Pashler, 1992; Zhang et al., 2010b) . Likewise, training and corresponding learning on one task often does not aid learning with a different task, even with the same extensively trained stimulus, showing task specificity (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993; Mossbridge et al., 2006; Shiu & Pashler, 1992) . For example, training on brightness discrimination of lines leads to learning, but such training does not improve orientation discrimination of the same lines (Shiu & Pashler, 1992) . Thus, these studies on task learning suggest that performing a task throughout training is a requirement for learning to occur on that specific task.
Recently, PL transfer has been reported across locations and features with training procedures that involve exposure to more than one stimulus or training on more than one task (Harris, Gliksberg, & Sagi, 2012; Wang et al., 2012; Xiao et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010b) . For example, learning on a texture-discrimination task (TDT) can transfer to untrained locations at which task-irrelevant dummy trials containing textures oriented 45°away from the trained stimulus have been presented, possibly due to a release from adaptation (Harris, Gliksberg, & Sagi, 2012) ; learning on this task, however, differs from other visual PL phenomena in that it may reflect temporal learning (Wang, Cong, & Yu, 2013) . Similarly, learning of contrast discrimination can transfer to untrained locations if orientation learning has occurred at those locations (double training paradigm) (Xiao et al., 2008) . With respect to transfer across features, orientation learning in the fovea can transfer to the orthogonal orientation when the orientation learning is followed by contrast learning with the orthogonal stimulus (training-plus-exposure procedure); this finding has been attributed to rule-based learning (Zhang et al., 2010b) .
The studies mentioned so far focused on learning generalization; whether learning is specific or generalizes was examined after training, once learning had already been achieved. In contrast, in this study, we investigate the effects of interleaving tasks during the process of learning acquisition (cross-task training). According to learning specificity, learning would require continuous training on the task to be learned, and thus interleaving training trials of one task with another task would have no effect on learning. Previous results are consistent with that prediction -switching between bisection and Vernier discrimination tasks using the same stimulus for both tasks did not improve learning on either task (Huang et al., 2012; Li, Piëch, & Gilbert, 2004) . These results are in line with the findings that the same stimulus can elicit different cortical representations either in vision (Li, Piëch, & Gilbert, 2004) or audition (Polley, Steinberg, & Merzenich, 2006 ) depending on the trained task. However, a recent study in audition has shown that a given amount of training on one task insufficient to promote learning on its own, when coupled with training on another different task (cross-task training), enables PL when the same standard stimulus is used for both tasks (Wright et al., 2010) .
Can cross-task training also enable PL in vision? Can cross-task training even enhance PL? Although PL has been investigated in all sensory modalities, little is known about the extent to which PL mechanisms are similar across them or specific to each modality. Similarities in PL across sensory modalities have been assumed (Polley, Steinberg, & Merzenich, 2006; Seitz & Dinse, 2007) but rarely tested. Here we use a cross-task training paradigm in vision modeled after that used in audition (Wright et al., 2010) . To match the auditory training paradigm, we implement comparison tasks, instead of conventional discrimination tasks (e.g., Huang et al., 2012; Li, Piëch, & Gilbert, 2004) , and use the same standard stimulus for both tasks. We focus our assessment on learning on a target orientation-comparison task, because PL for orientation is well characterized Karni & Sagi, 1991; Schoups et al., 2001; Shiu & Pashler, 1992; Xiao et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010a Zhang et al., , 2010b . We use spatial-frequency comparison as the interleaving task.
To investigate the role of cross-task training in vision, we first establish a training amount that is insufficient to lead to learning of orientation when observers are trained only on the orientation or the spatial-frequency comparison task. We then examine a cross-task training paradigm by alternating training between the orientation comparison and frequency comparison tasks. According to task specificity, there should be no interaction among tasks during training, and thus cross-task training should not enable learning. Additionally, to compare the effects of cross-task training to single-task training, and to control for the total number of exposures to the same standard stimulus, we train another group of observers only on orientation.
Although task specificity was the primary focus of our study, we also examine the effects of cross-task training on generalization across features by testing the untrained orthogonal orientation, as PL specificity for orientation has been established (e.g., Karni & Sagi, 1991 
Methods

Observers
Twenty-eight human observers with normal or correctedto-normal vision participated in this study (sixteen females, mean age 24.1 years, std = 6.79). All observers were naïve to the study's purpose and had not participated in experiments using the tasks and stimuli used here. Observers were paid for their participation. The NYU Review Board approved the protocol and observers gave informed consent.
Apparatus and stimuli
The stimuli were presented on a calibrated 21-in. color IBM monitor (resolution: 1280 Â 960 pixels; refresh rate: 100 Hz). The experiment was programmed in Matlab7.1 using Psychtoolbox 3.0.8. Observers were seated in a dark room, 57 cm from the screen with their heads supported by a chin-and forehead-rest. The screen background was gray (57 cd/m 2 ).
The stimuli were two Gabor patches (30% contrast), subtending 2°of visual angle, located on the horizontal meridian and centered at 5°eccentricity. On each trial, the standard stimulus was equally likely to be on either side of a fixation cross, and the other stimulus was on the opposite side. The standard stimulus was a Gabor patch of constant spatial frequency (4 cpd) and orientation (30°or 300°). The other stimulus was either of the same spatial frequency as the standard, with a slight clockwise or counter-clockwise orientation offset (orientation task), or of the same orientation as the standard, with a higher or lower spatial frequency (spatial-frequency task).
Task and procedure
Observers were asked to maintain fixation throughout the trial sequence, and to indicate which of the two stimuli (right or left) was more clockwise for the orientation task, or of higher frequency for the spatial-frequency task, by pressing a keyboard button. Each trial began with the 100-ms fixation cross (0.25°Â 0.25°, <4 cd/m 2 ) at the center, followed by a 50-ms temporal cue (a black dot, just above fixation). Then, after a 50-ms inter-stimulus interval (ISI), the two stimuli appeared for 100 ms (Fig. 1A) . A feedback tone indicated whether each trial's response was correct or incorrect.
Testing sessions
The experiment was completed within 5 days. All observers participated in the same pre-test (Day-1) and post-test (Day-5), during which they were tested on both the orientation-and spatial-frequency comparison tasks. The pre-test began with a brief period of practice with each of the two tasks. We then adjusted the orientation or spatial frequency difference from the standard to achieve $70% accuracy. Performance throughout was measured (% correct) for these fixed stimulus differences. The pre-test and post-test were identical and included four blocks of 300 trials for each of four conditions, each testing a combination of task (orientation or spatial frequency) with either standard orientation (30°o r 300°). The order of tasks and orientations was independently counterbalanced across observers for the pre-test and the posttest.
Training regimens
Training was performed during three consecutive days (Days 2-4) with the 30°standard stimulus. Observers were randomly assigned to one of four training regimens (n = 7 in each group, Fig. 1B ), during which they were trained on the spatial-frequency task, the orientation task, or both (cross-task training). For simplicity, ''O'' indicates training on the orientation task, ''F'' indicates training on the spatial-frequency task, and ''-'' indicates rest in the dark room for $7 min (equivalent time to performing 200 trials).
Groups trained on: (1) ''O-O-'' orientation alternating with rest (400 trials per day); (2) ''-F-F'' spatial-frequency alternating with rest (400 trials); (3) ''OFOF'' orientation alternating with spatialfrequency (400 trials per task, 800 trials per day); (4) ''OOOO'' orientation (800 trials). Each block consisted of 200 trials. Each training session lasted $30 min for all groups.
Results
Cross-task training improved learning
To compare improvement across groups, we first established that performance in the pre-test did not differ across them [for both tasks and both orientations, all p P .357]. Then we conducted a mixed design Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with session (pretest vs. post-test), task (orientation vs. spatial frequency), and stimulus orientation (trained vs. orthogonal) as within-subject repeated factors, and group as the between-subject factor. There was a significant 4-way interaction [F(3, 24) = 4.94, p = .008], so we examined each group separately.
1 For each group we examined the effects of task (orientation vs. spatial frequency) and stimulus orientation (trained vs. orthogonal) on the amount of improvement (session: pre-test vs. post-test). We performed repeated measures ANOVAs and paired two-tailed t-tests. By design, the two groups that received only minimal training (400 trials per day) showed no improvement on any condition. There was no significant main effect of session, interaction of task and session, or 3-way interaction for either the ''O-O-'' group or the ''-F-F'' group ( Fig. 2A and B) [all p P .234]. Neither group showed learning across blocks during the training phase ( Fig. 3 ; green and black symbols). Having established that the ''O-O-'' group did not learn on the trained orientation condition (the target condition), we could then evaluate whether interleaving spatialfrequency training with orientation training would enable learning on that condition. Likewise, having established that the ''-F-F'' group did not improve on the orientation task indicates that the spatial-frequency trials on their own could not aid learning on orientation through generalization.
Despite the lack of learning on the target condition (the orientation task at 30°) in the ''O-O-'' and ''-F-F'' groups, there was learning on that condition when the training alternated between the orientation and spatial-frequency tasks. For the ''OFOF'' group, there was a significant main effect of session [F(1, 6) Trial sequence used for all groups. Each trial started with a 100-ms fixation cross, followed by a 50-ms temporal cue, followed by a 50-ms ISI, after which the two stimuli appeared for 100 ms. The stimuli included a standard stimulus (oriented at 30°or 300°) and a test stimulus which varied in spatial frequency or orientation depending on the task. The location of the standard (left or right) varied randomly in each trial. Observers had to compare the two stimuli and indicate which one was more clockwise (orientation task) or had a higher spatial frequency (spatial-frequency task). Each response was followed by an auditory cue indicating whether the response was correct. (B) Procedure across groups (n = 7 for each group). All observers participated in a pre-test and a post-test that included testing for the two tasks for the two standard stimuli (order counterbalanced). Each group underwent a different training procedure that was identical for the 3 training days. Groups ''O-O-'' and ''F-F-'' trained on orientation alternating with rest and rest alternating with spatial-frequency, respectively (400 trials). Group ''OFOF'' trained on orientation alternating with spatial frequency (400 trials on each task). Group ''OOOO'' trained only on orientation (800 trials). Performance gradually increased across training blocks on the trained orientation condition ( Fig. 3; red symbols) , indicating significant learning even with an amount of training insufficient on its own (''O-O-'' group). No learning occurred for the interleaving spatial-frequency comparison task; there was no significant main effect of session or session Â stimulus interaction [p P .131].
The learning on the target orientation condition in the ''OFOF'' group depended on the interleaving of the tasks, and was not merely due to the additional exposure to the same standard stimulus with the spatial-frequency task: When observers trained only on the orientation task (''OOOO''), no learning occurred, even though that group received the same number of exposures to the standard stimulus as the ''OFOF'' group (800 trials per day). The ''OOOO'' group did not improve on any condition as exhibited by the lack of a significant main effect of session or 3-way or 2-way interactions [all p P .304; Figs. 2D and 3, blue symbols]. This result differs from the significant improvement shown by the ''OFOF'' group, the only group that showed significant learning (Figs. 2  and 3 ) for all observers (Fig. 4) .
Discussion
Cross-task training benefits visual perceptual learning
We asked whether a visual variant of a cross-task training paradigm that is beneficial for auditory learning (Wright et al., 2010) would be beneficial for visual perceptual learning. We found that cross-task training, that is, replacing a portion of training of orientation comparison with frequency comparison, not only enabled learning but also enhanced it, even more than additional training with the orientation task only. This study reveals that post-training task specificity does not imply that tasks do not interact during training.
We first established an amount of training on an orientationcomparison task (Group ''O-O-'') and a spatial-frequency comparison task (Group ''-F-F'') that yielded no learning on either task. We then combined the two tasks in a cross-task training regimen (Group ''OFOF'') to examine whether training on both tasks would enable learning on the target orientation condition even though the amount of training in each task alone was insufficient to do so. Were the processes that enable learning task specific, as implied by the typical lack of generalization from a learned task to an untrained task (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993; Mossbridge et al., 2006; Shiu & Pashler, 1992) , additional training with the spatial-frequency task would not facilitate improvement in the orientation comparison task. Contrary to previous results that showed no benefit of interleaving tasks in vision (Huang et al., 2012; Li, Piëch, & Gilbert, 2004 ; see below), we found significant benefit with our cross-task regimen, demonstrating that interleaving training on a given task can enable learning on a different task. These results are parallel to those in audition in which cross-task training enabled PL (Wright et al., 2010) , and thus reveal a comparable learning principle. Learning with the visual cross-task regimen was more pronounced for the trained stimulus than for the untrained orthogonal orientation, consistent with previous findings of PL stimulus specificity (Sagi, 2011; Wright & Zhang, 2009) .
We ruled out the possibility that the simple additional exposure to the standard stimulus in the cross-task group (''OFOF'') could account for these results by testing an additional group of observers who received prolonged task-specific training on the orientation-comparison task (Group ''OOOO''). Strikingly, the cross-task training group exhibited orientation learning whereas this single-task group did not. Orientation learning has been observed using more training trials (6 sessions of >1500 trials each rather than 3 sessions of 800 trials each) and a discrimination rather than a comparison task Xiao et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010a Zhang et al., , 2010b . We note that performance did not deteriorate within sessions in any of the regimens, indicating that fatigue or inattention did not prevent learning (Censor, Karni, & Sagi, 2006; Mednick, Arman, & Boynton, 2005; Molloy et al., 2012) .
Heretofore, it has been considered that performing the relevant task is essential for visual learning (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993; Huang, Lu, & Dosher, 2008; Shiu & Pashler, 1992; Xiao et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010b ; except for below threshold stimulation, Sasaki et al., 2009 ). However, the present results show that continuous performance of the relevant visual task is not required throughout training. Cross-task training not only enabled visual learning, it also facilitated it relative to extensive training with one task suggesting that different tasks during training can affect each other and further enhance learning.
Possible explanations for cross-task training benefit
Why was interleaving between our visual tasks better than training on only one task, even when the total number of trials was the same? We first rule out two possibilities: (1) Learning occurs independently for each task and generalizes across tasks. This cannot be the case, as neither spatial-frequency nor orientation training yielded orientation learning when performed alone for the 400 trials/day provided in the cross-task training regimen.
(2) Spacing between training blocks. Distributed training can lead to more learning than massed training (Cepeda et al., 2006) . However, spacing alone cannot account for our results because the spacing between blocks and days was identical for the three groups (''O-O-'', ''-F-F'' and ''OFOF''); a rest period in the single-task groups lasted the same time as the alternating task.
Our findings are in agreement with the idea that learning emerges when neural processes responsible for performing the trained task are stimulated sufficiently while in a sensitized state (Wright et al., 2010) . To reach this state, some task performance is required, because no learning is achieved through (supraliminal) stimulus exposure alone. Given this state, stimulus exposure that is sufficient to allow the processes to surpass a threshold is necessary for learning, because too little training does not yield improvement (Aberg, Tartaglia, & Herzog, 2009; Wright & Sabin, 2007; Wright et al., 2010) . According to this idea, training on our orientation task placed the activated neural circuitry in the sensitized state, and the additional exposures to the same standard stimulus, albeit through a different task (spatial-frequency), provided enough stimulation to enable learning.
We expand this theoretical framework by suggesting that the visual system may favor learning a standard stimulus that appears in two different contexts, because that provides two distinct error signals. This proposal is consistent with the findings that training elicits different neuronal tuning depending on the performed task (Li, Piëch, & Gilbert, 2004; Polley, Steinberg, & Merzenich, 2006) and the top-down modulatory signals enable neurons to carry more information about the stimulus relevant features (Gilbert & Li, 2013) . Processing the same standard stimulus to solve two different tasks prompts two distinct error signals, which may affect each other, potentially leading to a strengthened representation and enhanced learning.
Another possibility is that cross-task training could improve learning by increasing the weights on the most diagnostic channels. The Augmented Hebbian Reweighting Model (AHRM) accounts for several perceptual learning phenomena, including transfer across features and locations (Dosher et al., 2013; Liu, Dosher, & Lu, 2014; Petrov, Dosher, & Lu, 2005 . Interestingly, model simulations for orientation training of Gabor stimuli suggested that learning increases the weight not only for the most diagnostic orientation channels but also for the target spatialfrequency bands (Petrov, Dosher, & Lu, 2005 . Thus, in the present study, training on the spatial-frequency comparison task (interleaving task) may have changed weights on the orientation channels and thus improved orientation learning.
Finally, there are similar characteristics between PL and longterm potentiation (LTP; Aberg & Herzog, 2012) . Similar to the need for sufficient synaptic stimulation in LTP, minimal amounts of training do not lead to learning, but learning can be achieved with sufficient training (Aberg, Tartaglia, & Herzog, 2009; Wright & Sabin, 2007; Wright et al., 2010) . Our results show that in vision, as in audition (Wright et al., 2010) , sufficient training can be achieved by performing different tasks with the same standard stimulus, possibly by synapse activation brought about by the standard stimulus, in conjunction with interleaved and distributed training.
Cross-task training and task specificity in PL
The present results differ from those of several previous investigations that focused on interactions between tasks in perceptual learning. During learning acquisition, interleaving training with acuity and hyperacuity discrimination tasks does not aid performance on either task (Huang et al., 2012; Li, Piëch, & Gilbert, 2004) . This result differs from the present data showing a between-task interaction that aids learning. Several differences between the current and previous investigations may account for this discrepancy. For example, the amount of training on each task alone was already sufficient to yield learning in the previous investigations, but not in the present one. Once the amount of training provided on each task alone is sufficient to yield learning on that task, the benefit from interleaved training may decrease, because there is less room for improvement. Thus, it is possible that the benefit of cross-task training may decrease with increases in single-task training. Moreover, in addition to requiring judgments about different stimulus features (orientation and spatial-frequency as opposed to acuity and hyperacuity), we used a comparison rather than a discrimination task. Importantly, the standard stimulus was the same in both the target task (orientation) and the intervening task (spatial frequency) throughout cross-task training (''OFOF''). Thus, it is also possible that training on a comparison task may be better suited for a cross-task training PL regimen than training on a discrimination task, as the standard stimulus ought to be encoded to perform both comparison tasks successfully.
After training on one task visual learning is typically specific to the trained task (e.g., Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993; Shiu & Pashler, 1992) ; however, in some cases there is cross-task generalization when tasks rely on each other to be performed, e.g. to perform a curvature task observers first extract orientation (McGovern, Webb, & Peirce, 2012) , or for easy tasks using different stimuli (Pavlovskaya & Hochstein, 2011) . The present demonstration of an interaction between tasks differs from the interactions revealed in those studies because judging one stimulus feature (orientation) did not rely on the other (frequency), task difficulty was similar across groups, learning did not generalize between the tasks, and the interaction affected learning acquisition rather than generalization.
As mentioned in the introduction, other recent findings show that learning on two different tasks can facilitate generalizationreduce location and feature specificity (Xiao et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010b) . In these studies, improvement on one task (e.g., contrast discrimination) learnt at one location or for a specific feature can be transferred to another location or feature by additional training with a different task (e.g., orientation), so long as there is significant learning on both tasks. The authors interpret their findings to reflect a rule-based learning mechanism. We also trained two tasks in the present study, but instead of focusing on generalization, we asked what is required for the training itself to be effective. By design, there was no learning for each task individually, suggesting no rule learning occurred, yet when tasks were interleaved PL was attained. This finding suggests that rule-learning is not necessary during training. Moreover, by showing that the two interleaved tasks interacted during training, this study places constraints on rule-based learning.
Conclusions
We found that merely alternating tasks during training enables visual PL, revealing similarities with auditory PL and suggesting common underlying learning principles in different modalities. Surprisingly, a cross-task regimen enhanced PL compared to single-task training even with the same total number of trials. The present results illustrate that cross-task training can enhance brain plasticity and maximize learning. These findings shed light on theoretical principles underlying learning acquisition and have translational potential to treat perceptual disorders.
